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National space legislation responds to:

- the obligation arising from Art. VI OST,
- the general interest for safe spaceflight,
- the need to establish a rule-based, level playing field for
the global space economy.



Space Fuels the Global 
Economy

$10T+
5B+

15x

Industries that leverage satellites 
Benefits: Powerful capabilities for telecom, internet, finance, many others
Action: Protect unique space environment 
Source: Economic Impacts of Critical Capabilities, 2019, Prepared by Bryce Space and 
Technology for the U.S. Department of Commerce

Mobile phones with GPS enabled by satellite
Benefits: Mapping, traffic routing, tracking, logistics
Action: Ensure interoperable, redundant space GPS
Source: GNSS Market Report Issue 6, 2019, European Global navigation Satellite Systems Agency

Increase in space startups since 2010
Benefits: Drive innovative products and services 
across the global economy
Action: Ensure new systems operate sustainably
Source: Start-Up Space, 2020, Bryce Space and Technology

$366B
Size of space economy 
Benefits: Space enables global industries, 
new tech, science, health and safety, 
international telework, distance learning
Action: Sustained investment in space
Source: Satellite Industry Indicators Report, 2020, 
Prepared by Bryce Space and Technology for the 
Satellite Industry Association

30x
10-year increase in number of 
imagery satellites
Benefits: Supports analytics in agriculture, 
finance, energy, many others
Action: Ensure systems are used 
responsibly
Source: Satellite Industry Indicators Report, 2020, 
Prepared by Bryce Space and Technology for the Satellite 
Industry Association

Modified version of WEF Space Fuels the Global Economy
Prepared by Bryce Space and Technology
July 2020



As a consequence, national space legislation
should be internationally harmonised:

UNGA Res. 59/115 of 10 December 2004 „Application of the
concept of the ‚launching State‘“ first called for this.

UNGA Res. 68/74 of 11 December 2013 „Recommendations
on national space legislation relevant to the peaceful
exploration and uses of outer space“ provides guidance for
this aspiration.



The case of Europe

1. Diversity of national space legislation in view of:
- no complete coverage of all European States,
- time of enactment,
- purpose of enactment,
- scope of coverage.



2. Options for the way forward:
- continue the unilateral path based on the responsibility of
the individual States, parties to the OST,
- establish a closer coordination (as attempted in the early
2000s in ESA-IRC),
- institute a multilateral approach (also in view of Art. 189,2 
TFEU)



3. Potential concrete actions:
- joint investigation in the benefits/shortfalls of a non-harmonized 
setting in Europe,
- using the recent and on-going efforts on the European level 
regarding position-building for Space Traffic Management (STM) 
as a reference.

At the same time, Europe should also promote multilateral 
coordination and harmonization, taking into account the interests 
of new and late entrants in the global space economy.


